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ABSTRACT
The improvement of ash quality from ineineration of municipal solid waste (MSW) is a very important R&D

task for sustainable waste management. Reusable products would be: minerals as seeondary raw material for build-
ing applications and heavy metals as ore eoneentrates. Such improvements will be accepted only if they can be
realized with moderate additional casts. Grate systems affer the teehnieal potential for the intended improvernent.
In the present work the approach used for improvement of bottom 3sh is the separation of the heavy metals from
the mineral matrix by evaporation. Corrosion aspects must be considered separately.

Experiments have been earried out on a 0.5 MW pilot grate system to investigate the heavy metal evaporation
process. Zine as volatile and copper as a more or less non-volatile metaI were investigated. Tbe operating eondi-
tions ofthe incineration were changed between combustion and gasifieation operation.

Two independent methods wert: used to determine the metal partitioning and to demonstrate the improvernent
of hottarn ash quality. One was based on arnass balance of the heavy metals, the other on a radio tracer method
which was applied for the fIrst time for monitoring heavy metal evaporation in a grate system. The radio tracer
method offers additionally the opportunity to identify directly the evaporation process on the grate. Zine and cop-
per isotopes were injectcd as tracers at the beginning of the grate. Their ganuna radiation was measured with detec-
tors positioned alongside the grate and the flue gas system. With this installation the transport of the radio tracers
through the incinerator could be monitored, allowing localization ofthe place where the evaporation occurs.

The results of the radio tracer experiments show the expected trends. Copper is negligibly evaporated wher.as
zinc is evaporated during a very short period at high temperatures and reducing conditions. By changing the opera-
tion eonditions from eombustion to gasification the amount of evaporated zine can be inereased Le. by increasing
the homogeneous zone with redueing conditions on the grate. The operation eonditions have an effeet on the evap-
oration loeation of zillc which is shifted down stream under gasifieation conditions.

Results gained with this radio tracer method are much more eonsistent than those gained with the material flux
analysis. Investigating fundamental evaporation processes of heavy metals in a real system such as a pilot plant or
even in a MSW incinerator is difficult.

INTRODUCTION

Grate systems have been used for deeades for the thermal
treatment of municipal solid waste (MSW) and simHar wastes
from industry. With regard to the reduction of pollutant concen-
trations the emphasis lay on the development of an efficient
purification of flue gas and the post-treatment of residuals (Le.
secondary measures). Plants with the state-of-the-art pollution
control equipment generally cornply with the emission limits for
air, water and soil.

Tbe developments of the past few years in the area of the
conventional processmg with grate technology indicate a consid·
erable potential for optimization by so-called primary measures
with regard to rrtinimization of pollutants, improvement of effi-

, ciency etc.. The optintization of the combustion ehamber design,
the flue gas recirculation and mixing of flue gas, oxygen enrich-
ment ofthe primary air, water-cooled grate elements and further
development of control systems (e.g. lR-camera) can be men-
tioned in this context.

The improvement of the ash quality is a very important
research and development task for sustainable waste manage-
ment. Per tonne of MSW 250 kg of mineral residues are left.
Depending on Ibe operating conditions, heavy metals (HM),
chlorides (CI) or sulfates (SO,) are released into the flue gas
(gaseous, aerosols) or concentrated in the ineineration residues
(hortom ash). Operating conditions influencing the ash quality
with respect to HM, Cl, SO•• etc. have to be considered in con-
junction with corrosion problems.

To meet the goals of sustainable resource management a
significant irnprovement of the quality of residues is required.
Reusable products would be: minerals as seeondary raw material
for building applications and heavy metals as ore concentrates. 1t
is clear that such improvements will be accepted only ifthey can
be realized with moderate additional costs.

The experience of the last 10 years has shown that for the
improvement of hartom asb athermal process step is essential.
This step can be combined with additional process steps such as
mechanical processes or wasbing processes. For the improve-
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menl different approaches are pracliced today: separation of the
HM [rom the mineral malrix by evaporation. vitrification of HM
in the mineral matrix, and leaching or mechanical separation of
the remaining HM after the incineration process.

Grale systems effer the technical potential far the intended
improvement. h has been shown previously that an improvement
of Ix>uom ash quality with process integrated rneasures is possible.
This would also have a positive effect on the costs. On the Olher
hand (hefe is still a lack ofphysico-chemical infonnation aOOutthe
evaporationlimmobilization process which occurs on the grate.

In the presented work (he approach used for improvement of
bottom ash is the separation of the HM from (he mineral matrix by
evaporation. There exist hypotheses, under whieh eonditions HM
such as Zine, Lead, Cadmium ete. ean signifieantly by evaporated.
The factors, which inOuenee the heavy metal evaporation are tem-
perature, panial pressure of oxygen and the ehlorine in the gas,
e.g. (1-8). Macro- and microscopic mixing and the mean residenee
time ean have an influenee on the heavy metal evaporation.

Material Oux analysis is a method for detennining, deserib-
ing and analyzing the metabolism of e.g. furnaees. It analyses
the flow of different materials through a defined space. within a
eertain time. This method is explained for example in (6). By
definition no eonelusion is possible, within the balance area.
about the loeation of processes such as heavy metal evaporation.
In practice, the entire furnaee must be balaneed, ahhough only a
eertain area within the furnace is of interesL The alloeation of
evaporation phenomena to one speeific area can therefore be dif-
fieult or impossible. The incineration proeess on the grate is
eomplex, as different interacting reactions take plaee in parallel
and in series. Therefore detailed information from inside the
process is needed. For this, the material flux analysis has 10 be
eomplemented by other methocls.

With the proposed new radio tracer melhod, detailed infor-
mation about evaporation and immobilizing phenomena should
be deteetable. During stationary operation of the ineinerator,
aetivated heavy metals are injeeted as tracers to the solid waste
by pulses. The chemical propenies of these tracers are identical
to the inaetive heavy metals. The mass flux of the tracers is neg-
ligible in eomparison to the flow of inactive heavy metals. The
gamma radiation of the tracers ean be measured with deteetors
positioned alongside the grate and the flue gas system. With this
installation the transport of the radio tracers through the inciner-
ator could be monilored, especially it allows 10 localize the place
where the evaporation occurs.

To reach the ambitious aim. three partners with eomple-
menting eompetence worked together. Paul Scherrer fllstitut
(PSI, Switzerland) was responsible for the evaluation of promis-
ing operation eonditions by labaratory tests and the sampling of
radio tracers in the flue gas. Clausthaler Umweluechllik·/nstilUt
(CUTEC, Germany) was responsible for the pilot plant operation
and FraullhoJer Institut für zerstörungs/reie Prüfveifahren (lzfP,
Germany) for the radio tracer measurements.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the experiments are the following:
Verification of hypotheses for an adapted incineration
operation to irnprove bouorn ash quality
Improvemem of a physico-chemical database for the
hcavy metal evaporation (zine, copper)

Verification of the applicabililY of a new radio tracer
method

Zine and capper are today two of the important heavy met-
als wh ich eause the environmental problems in the bauom ash.
80th have quite different physico-ehemical properties. Under the
prevailing conditions zine is a volatile and capper is a more or
less non-volalile heavy meta!.

For the incineration a synthetie model waste was produced
using similarity theory. The main eomponents were urban waste
wood (56%), plastics (19%) and lava (25%) as mineral component.
With this approach the results of the pilot plant should be compara-
ble with the results from municipal solid waste (MSW) incinera-
lion. As the composition was held constant during the whole mea-
surement eampaign the expected effect must be due to changes in
operation and not duc to changes in the input waste stream.

lETHODOLOGY

Description of the Pilot Plant

The pilot plant with a thermal power of 0,5 MW consists of
the main componems (Fig. I)

forward-acting grate system.
post combustion ehamber system and
flue gas purification.

A feeding ram diseontinuously ensures the eharging of the
first grate stage with waste material from the storage hopper.
Then the motion of the grate elements provides the transport
down the grate. The reaction gas (usually air) emers the ehamber
beneath the grate and is independently adjustable in the three
grate zones with regard to mass now and oxygen concemration.
After {he last grate stage the battom ash is falling into a box and
discominuously discharged by a serew eonveyor.

When operating the grate process understoichiometrically, a
combustible gas is generated on the grate stage. which is direct-
ed to a combustion chamber system for the self-sustained, inde-
pendent, multi-staged incineration. In the ease of an overstoi-
ehiometrical operation of the grate, the flue gas merely passes
through the hot eombustion ehamber without undergoing post
eombustion.

The Oue gas purification unit starts with eooling down the
hot flue gas by controlled input of quench air and a suceessive
heat exchanger. The separation of the flue dust is achieved by
means of a cloth filter and the adsorption of remaining gaseous
trace pollutants (e.g. heavy metals. HCI, SOl) takes plaee in an
activated eoal filter whieh is instalIed before the flue gas reaches
the ehimney.

The process flow chan of Fig. I roughly eonveys {he quami-
ties measured during operation (e.g. gas eoncemrations, temper-
atures and flow rates). Those measuring quantities are signifieant
to the plant's operation and balaneing. They are recorded and
stored for further processing.

To carry out the radio tracer measurements, the pilot plant
was extended by a movable tracer tube for injecting tracer mate-
rials on the combustible bed. Alongside the grate ll detectors
are positioned to measure the gamma radiation (Fig. I). These
deteetors are located immediately after the injeetion point of lhe
tracers, at the middle and lhe end of each grate zone, approxi-
mate 100 mm above the grate. Further deteetors are placed
alongside the f1ue gas system: at the ouriet of the post combus-
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Fig. 1. Pilot plant and detector positions.

Lion ehamber, ut the cloth filter and at the activaLcd coal filter.
Te dClcmline the amount of evaporalcd radio tracer a portion of
flue gas was sucked off (he post combustion eh amber and
washed in an absorber.

Radio Tracer Measurcmcnts
The application of shol1-lived radioactive substances is weil·

known from nuclcar mcdicine, e.g. from function lest of the Ihy.
raid gland. In tcchnology such radio tracers are often lIsed for
measuring the residence time distribution (RTD) in continuously
operating processes, optimiz:llion of mixing processes, identify-
ing leakst blockages and other malfunctions. Radio tracer melh-
ods have been applied for example 10 dCLcnnine the mixing quali-
ty of flue gases in a post combustion chamber (9) or the transport
behavior of waste material in a rotary kiln (10). The application
of radio tracers for the localization and quantification of heavy
metal evaporation is new and has the following advantages:

continuous measurement without taking sampies. even
through non-transparent walls,
observation of one and the same sam pie during the
whole process.

The tracer musl fulfil following requirements:
a heavy metal isotope with the same chemical proper-
ties as the inactive heavy metal
an emiuer of gamma rays
shon radioactive half-life (some hours umil a few
days).

The isotopes Meu and 69ntzn meet these requirements. The
isotope "Cu has a half life of 12.7 hours and emits gamma rays
with an energy of 51 I keY with a probability of 37 % due to
positron annihilation. The isotope 69ntZn has a half life of 13.8
hOUfS und emits gamma rays wilh an energy of 439 keY. 80th
isotopes can be produced in a research reactor by neutron aCliva-
tion. To generale MCU a pure sample of copper metal is neces-
sary, to generale 69"'Zn a smalJ quantily of highly enriched 68Zn is
required.

These isotopes were applied lO determine the heavy metal
evaporation. For each experimental run one irradiated ampoule

with a sample of ~Cu or 69mzn, respeclively, was used. The
ampoule was cracked, its content was mixed with 20 grams of
waste material and pressed into a pellet. This single pellet was
injected at the beginning of the grate throllgh the lracer tube.
This causes a so-called OlRAC-plllse.

Sy means of 1"-NaI(TI)-scintillalion-delectors, shielded and
collimated by special blocks made from tungsten alloy, it was
possible to localize Ihe labeled metal in the incinerator. The
deteclOrs were positioned at selected opposite points alongside
Ihe grate of the pilot incinerator. By using the same detectors bUl
labeling the input mass flow with non volatile ll)mln(OH)) er
11)"'ln10) it was also possible to determine the solid residence
time distributions in the wllole incineralor as weil as in several
parts of it.

For Ihe determination of the quantities of copper or zinc in
Ihe flue gas an absorber filled with diluted nitric acid was used.
A partial flow of the flue gases was continuously sucked off the
combustion chamber and passed through this absorber. An
unshielded 1,5"-NaI(TI)-scintillation-detector positioned in the
center of the absorber recorded the absorbed quantity of radioac-
tive metal as a function of time. At the end of each experimeOlaJ
run the dissolved content of an irradiated ampoule containing the
smalJ quantity of the corresponding meta I was given directly ioto
the absorber for calibration.

Ta detennine the location of heavy metal evaporation on the
grate two independent measurements are needed. One is (he
radio tracer measurements with zinc and copper from wh ich we
get the heavy metal evaporation as a function of time. The other
one is the radio tracer measurements which determine the waste
material flow on the grale.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Residence Time Distribution (RTO) of
\Vaste Material on the Grate

The RTO information of waste material on the grate is a
prerequisite to be able to calculate from (he time-dependent
evaporation signal a space-dependent signal. Due lO specifica-
lion of the delectors only olle tracer at the lime can be applied.
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Therefore the RTD of waste material was measured separately.
Nine radio tracer measurcmcnts were perfonned wirh different
radio tracers (indium, zine and copper). Alongside the grate the
isotope radiation was measured at six different dcteclor positions
(see also Fig. I).

Waste mass flow and grate velocity of the forward-acting
grate were held constant fer the whole measuremenl campaigll.
In Fig. 2 an exarnple of measured residence time distribution
wirh Indium is shown.

The shape of the transicnts recorded by the individual delcc-
tors is predominantly duc to an insufficient shielding of the
detectors and not duc to material transportation. This effecl is
apparent far the measurement at the beginning of the grate (posi-
tion 0.0 meter). After injecting the tracer as a DIRAC pulse a
continuous signal decrease is measured during ten minutes. Each
detector measures therefore isotopes wilhin the zone of 0.3
meters up- and downstream of the detector position. The mea-
sured deformation of the detectar signal at position 0.3 meter is
due to an unexpected release of indium into the f1ue gas during a
very shart period of three minutes.

The residence time is defined as the time at which each
detector measures maximum impulses. As cxpeclcd a linear cor-
relation between detector position and residence time was deter-
mined. The RTD was detectable [or all nine measurements inde-
pendelll of tracer malerial and tracer concentration. In the exam-
pie given in Fig. 2 the measured residence time is 45 minutes for
the whole grate.

With the existing raw data a calculation of the axial mixing
or respectively axial dispersion is difficull. Fortunately different

indications point out that axial mixing is negligible. Therefore
the system is comparable to a plug f10w stream. Indications are
the constant variance of the signal distribution alongside the
grate, symmetric signals for each detector and residence times
wh ich correspond to the time with signal maximum.

Based on these indications the time-dependent evaporation
signal measured in the flue gas can therefore easily be trans-
farmed imo a space-dependent signal. Thus the pi ace of zinc and
cop per evaporation can be localized clearly.

Copper Evaporation determincd
by Radio Trace Measurement

Cop per was chosen as a representative far a more or less
non-volatile heavy meta!. Concentration in MSW ranges up lO
2000 mglkg. Typically, 90 10 95% of the input copper is concen-
trated in the bottom ash (6, 12). Aspects of toxicology and
preservarion of resources mOlivates a copper reduction in the
bottom ash. About 80% of copper is metallic and the particle
size distribution ranges from 0.1 millimeters up LO several cen-
ti meters. The remaining 20% is chemically bound copper. For
the experiments metallic copper was used with parlicle sizes of
0.2 to 0.6 millimeters.

Two experimental measurements with copper tracer are
shown in Fig. 3. 80th measurements were executed under identi-
cal operation conditions (high temperature, oxidizing conditions)
and show a good reproducibility. The evaporation occurs along-
side the whole grate and can not be allocated to a specific pi ace.
The determined 3 to 5 % of copper evaporated confirm the
hypotheses that even under chemically favorable conditions no

25000 detector position on grate
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Fig.2. Residence time distribution (RTD) measurement of waste material on the grate.
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Fig. 3. Normalised Cu amount detected in f1ue gas scrubber after the pulsed addition of Cu tracer at position O. Accumulation is
monitored while tracer is transported along the grate (0.0 to 2.0 m). oxi.: oxidizing conditions; w: water content of waste.
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substantial evaporation of metallic COppeT occurs. The evapora-
tion occurs alongside the whole grate and can not be allocated to
a specific pIace. The determined 3 10 5 % of copper evaporated
confirm the hypotheses that even uoder chemically favorable
conditions 00 substantial evaporation of metallic COppeT occurs.

Unfortunately it is not distinguishable what mechanism is
responsible for the small COppeT evaporation. h could either be
duc to fine COppeT panicles that were entrained with the flue gas,
or reacted metallic COppeT which is evaporated as e.g. elle!. As
up 10 95% remain in the bünom ash, it is not so important (0

know the mechanism for the detennined release. FOT a signifi-
cant reduclion of COppeT in (he bottom ash Olher separation teeh-
nologies such as meehanieal separation processes are needed. as
they are presented forexample in (11).

Dispersed ehemically bound copper speeies are not separa-
ble with meehanieal separation teehnologies. For an estimation
of evaporation potemial of these speeies further investigations
are needed.

Zine E,'aporation determined
b Radio Trace Measurement

Zine was chosen as a representative for a volatile heavy
metal. The concentration in MSW ranges up to 2500 mg/kg.
Typieally, 50% of the input zinc is coneentrated in the bouom
ash (6, 12). For lhe experiments, metallic zine granulates were
llsed (2 miJlimeler in diameter).

For three different operation conditions the measured zine
evaporations are shown in Fig. 4. Thc two parameters that were
varied on the grate were the oxygen partial pressure and temper·
ature. The redox eondition of the ineineration was ehanged [rom
eombustion to gasifieation operation by deereasing the Oow rate
of primary air to one third. But even in the so ealled combustion
operation mode reducing conditions dominate in the solid bed in
the first primary air zone. The variation of temperatures was
aehieved by adjusting the water eontem in the waste material.
Grate temperature was inereased approxirnately by HX)OC, the
nue gas temperature by 60°C

Figure 4 reveals that the trend of zine evaporation is inde-
pendent of the operating eonditions and the amount of cvaporat-
cd zine. The evaporation takes plaee very fast i.e. in a narrow

primary air zone:

area on the grate. However the plaee of the evaporation depends
on the operating eondilions. The evaporation oceurs always at a
loeation with high temperatures and with reducing eonditions
and ean reach up to 100% evaporation. For lhe TUnyielding only
50% evaporation of the radio tracer (wet, oxidizing) we expeet
the following: First, the loeation of evaporation is shifted to
plaees further down the grate, due to delayed reaehing of neees-
sary temperature. Seeond, the shift in the temperature profile
brings the evaporation zone for zine into the region where oxi-
dizing eonditions prevail (air zone 2). More and more zine oxide
is pnxluced whieh is not volatile and therefore further zine evap-
oration is stopped.

Zine aod Copper E,'a oration determined
by tbe 1alerial Flux Anal)"sis

Simultaneous to the radio tracer measurements six material
flux analysis were eondueted aeeording lO the method of materi-
al Oux analysis (6). The objective was to verify the deterrnined
Zn and Cu evaporation from the radio tracer measurements with
a second independent method. Besides Zn and Cu also the mate-
rial fluxes of AI, Ca, K, Mg, Na, Si, Cr, Ni, Pb, Cd, Sn, and CI
were determined. Figure 5 shows the pertinent material fluxes.

In Table I lhe three operation eonditions of the pilot plant
are compiled. Thc two set of parameters whieh could be ehanged
independently were the partitioning of eombustion air, Le. in pri-
mary and secondary air, and the \Vater contellt of the synthetic
model waste. The effcets 011 the process conditions in the fur-
naee are shown in Table I.

In Table Il the eoncclltralions of the elements in SMW are
eompiled. These values are ealculated based on the rneasured
output f1uxes. Concentrations of AI, Ca, K, Mg, Na, and Si are
mostly detennincd by the lava input and vary slightly. Thc heavy
metals Zn, Pb, Cd and Sn, as weil as chlorine, are varying wilhin
a faetor of two. About 20 % and 17% of Zn and Cu input origi-
nated from the lava. Heavy metal und chlorine eoneentrations in
SMW are aoom one order of magnitude lower than in municipal
solid waste (6, 12).

In TabJe Il the volatility (%) of the different elements are
shown. It is determined as ratio of the material flux inta the flue
gas and the sum of the fluxes into the flue gas and the bouom

,-
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Fig.4. Normalized Zn amount deteeted in flue gas scrubber after the pulsed addition of Zn tracer at position O. Aeeumulation is

monitored while tracer is lransported along the grate (0.0 10 2.0 m). oxi.: oxidizing conditions; red.: reducing condilions
(gasification); w: water conlenl of waste.
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SMW: Synthetic model waste

forward acting grate &
post combustion ehamber system

exhaust gas

bouom ash

Fig.5. Material fluxes.

TABLEI
Process Condition for the Condition I, U, W

set parameter unil condition I condition 11 condition III

percent primary air of total combustion air [%] 100 100 45

water content in SM\V [weight.-%] 20 10 20

measured parameter

gas temperature in furnace [0C) 777 835 895

excess air Ap.;m in furnace [-] 1.69 1.71 0.76

ash. As expected Al, Ca, K, Mg. Na and Si are not volatile, inde-
pendent of operation conditions. FOTthe elements Cd, Sn, und CI
we expect that most is evaporated. Due 1O a lack of concenlru-
lion data in the bottom ash their volatility CDuid not be deter-
mined. Thc Pb volatility was about 60 to 70% and 110 signifieant
differenee for the operation eonditions have been observed.

The elements of most interest are Zn and Cu. The interpreta-
tion of these data are diffieult due 10 a contamination of the
washing water by the absorber. In a separate test, without flue
gas, a contamination of the washing water with Zn, Cu, Pb, Cr,
Ni, Fe was determined. Contamination by Pb, Cr and i can be
neglected for material flux analysis. Fe was not of interest for
these material flux analysis. Data for Zn and Cu must be correct-
cd. The souree of this contamination could not be detennined.

A eorreetion for the Cu eomamination was possible. As Cu,
Cr and Tihave a similar evaporation behavior a cross checking is
possible. The evaporation determined with the synthctic model
waste is comparable for !.his three elements and the volatility was
below 10% (Table 11). This observations are consistem with !.he
data obtained from flux analysis during MSW incineration (6, 12).

A correclion for the Zn contamination seems to be difficult.
The possible error in the exhaust gas flux is between 26 and 70
%. This effect is reduced to 12 - 25 % [er the total output flux. In
order lO see the error on the volatility two Zn material nux
analyses are compiled in Table 11 with and without correction.
Independent of the correction and the operation conditions it was
shown that the amount of evaporated Zn is relatively low. There
might by an inerease for the reducing conditions (cond. 11I) but a
supposed effect is mueh lower than expected and therefore ean
be neglected.

To avoid contamination by the absorber a metal free
absorber will be constructed in the future. Nevertheless it could
be shown with two independent methods that Cu evaporation is
negligible. As the speciation of Zn in SMW is unknown it is dif-
ficult to explain the low amount of evaporaled Zn. For the
understanding of the evaporation processes of heavy metals with
different specialions lab scale experiments were found lO be
more usefu! (7).

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The radio tracer measurements on the pilot plant confirm the
initial hypothesis lhat reducing conditions in connection with
high temperatures improve the evaporation of zinc. Copper, rep-
resentative of nOIl-volatile heavy metals is not evaporated signif-
icantly from the furnace bed as cxpected. A dClOxificatioll and
reduction of the copper in the bOHom ash mus! be obtained by
other measures such as mechanical separation technologies.
Corrosion aspects must be considered separately.

The new radio tracer method was suceessfully applied.
Results gained with this melhod are much more consistent than
those gained with the material flux analysis. Differenl improve-
ments in lhe method are planned in the future, such as an
improved shielding of the grate detectors, an increase in the
number of tracer particles per experimental run. absorber config-
uration and absorber malerial etc. For an applicalion of the pre-
senled radio tracer method on an industrial MSW incinerator no
major modifications of the method are expected.

The gained sel of data is useful for the validation of the
physico-chemical modeling of zinc and copper evaporation.
Future investigations with other metals, species of metals and
operation conditions are foreseen.

Investigating fundamental evaporation processes of heavy
metals in a real system such as a pilot plant or even in a MSW
incinerator is difficult. Experiments in öl lab seale system as they
are described in (7) are aprerequisite for the understanding of
the evaporation processes of heavy metals.
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TABLE J]

Element Concemralions in the SMW and Bottam Ash, Element Volalility far Condilion I, 11,11I

Element Synlhetic Model Wasle (SMW) Concentration in Bottam Ash Volatility

Mean Min Max Lava input ") cond. I cond. n cond. 1II cond. I cond.lI cond.11I

[mglkg] [mglkg] [mglkg] [%) [mglkgJ [mglkg] [mglkg] [%) [%) [%]

AI 23229 21857 24387 < 100 l) 77476 79395 82695 0.1 0.0 0.0

Ca 29791 27984 31691 66 101745 100460 101136 1.2 0.3 0.2

K 7722 7477 8073 95 26121 26036 26050 1.9 1.1 1.3

Mg 13679 13006 14027 < 100 I) 46313 48041 46996 0.1 0.0 0.0

Na 7623 7102 7953 94' 25307 25505 26500 1.9 l.l 1.1

Si 58336 56108 60018 < 100 ') 197289 199601 203535 0.1 0.0 0.0

Cr 107 96 115 < 100 I) 336 386 367 3.4 0.9 1.6

Ni 43 38 54 45 136 139 129 10.7 3.2 2.2

Pb 31 24 44 15 30 39 39 66.0 58.9 71.0

Cd 0.9 0.6 1.1 n.5. u.d.l. u.d.l. u.d.l. n,s. n.s. n.s.

Sn 2.7 1.8 3.2 11,5. u.d.l. u.d.1. u.d.1. n.S. n.s. n.s.

CI 1865 919 3151 11.5. I1,S. n.s. n.S. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Cu 2) 76 72 80 17 252 233 268 2.6 n.S. 0.8
Zn 2) 131 89 189 20 319 284 392 20.5 6.1 30.5
Zn 3) 161 123 214 37.4 32.6 40.3

u.d.l.: under dcleclion limit. n,s,: not specific<l

') delcrmincd using the composition dala ofurban waSle wood. plastics :Jnd lava

I) missing dala rar uroon waste wood and plastics: 1) affccted by elute of absorber: values correcled; l) as 21 bul values were 11()(corrccted

This work was financially supponed by (he Priority
Program Environment of the Swiss ational Seienee Foundmion
as part of lhe Integraled Projecl Waste.
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